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Up 0.5% in Jan

Dips in Feb

Euro
Area

The euro gains ground against the euro, rises to around $1.1350, helped by some positive economic data
There was some respite for manufacturing in January, with output rising by 1.1% after falling in Nov and Dec
The annual rate of CPI inflation confirmed at 1.5% in February, up a little from 1.4% the previous month

UK

Brexit deal to be put to a vote again next week. If passed, short extension to Art 50; if not, longer delay likely
Sterling firmer on the week, strengthens to almost $1.33 against the dollar and to around 85.5p to the euro
GDP rose by 0.5% in January after falling 0.4% in December; over the 3 months to January, GDP was up 0.2%

US

Annual CPI inflation dips in February, with headline & core rates edging down to 1.5% and 2.1% respectively
Retail sales partially recover at the start of 2019, increasing by 0.2% in January after a decline of 1.6% in Dec
Benchmark 10-year bond yields 5bps lower on week at 2.58%, now just a touch above ytd lows of 2.55%

Ireland

GDP rose by 3.0% year-on-year in the final quarter of 2018, while GNP was down 0.4%
For 2018 as a whole, the economy expanded by 6.7% on a GDP basis and by 5.9% in GNP terms,
Residential property prices rose by 5.6% y-o-y in January, with Dubln up 1.9% and Ex-Dublin rising by 9.5%

The week ahead
Monday

EA Trade Balance; US Housing Market Index

Tuesday

EA Construction Output, Labour Costs, ZEW Index; UK Labour Market Report; US Factory Orders

Wednesday

UK CPI, PPI, House Prices; Fed Meeting

Thursday

EA Consumer Confidence; UK Retail Sales, BOE Meeting; US Jobless Claims, Philly Fed Index

Friday

EA & US Flash PMIs; US Existing Home Sales
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independent professional advice before making any investment decision. Expressions of opinion contained in this document reflect current
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